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To the harsh domain of Rockbound -- governed by the sternly righteous and rapacious Uriah Jung --comes
the youthful David Jung to claim his small share of the island. Filled with dreamy optimism and a love for
the unspoken promises of the night sky, David tries to find his way in a narrow, unforgiving, and controlled
world. His conflicts are both internal and external, locking him in an unceasing struggle for survival;
sometimes the sea is his enemy, sometimes his own rude behavior, sometimes his best friend Gershom Born,
sometimes his secret love for the island teacher Mary Dauphiny; but always, inevitably, his Jung relatives
and their manifold ambitions for money and power.

The balance of life on Rockbound is precarious and thus fiercely guarded by all who inhabit its lonely
domain, but just as a sudden change in the direction of the wind can lead to certain peril at sea, so too can the
sudden change in the direction of a man's heart lead to a danger altogether unknown.

Enormously evocative of the power, terror, and dramatic beauty of the Atlantic sea, and unrelenting in its
portrait of back-breaking labour, cunning bitterness, and family strife, Rockbound is a story of many
passions-love, pride, greed, and yearning -- all formed and buffeted on a small island by an unyielding wind
and the rocky landscape of the human spirit.

Canada Reads 2005 Winner!

In a David and Goliath style battle to the finish, Rockbound by Frank Parker Day triumphed over Oryx and
Crake by Margaret Atwood and was declared the 2005 Canada Reads winner. In a series of debates that aired
on the CBC in February, panelist Donna Morrissey, author of Kit?s Law and Downhill Chance, passionately
championed this 1928 novel about life and nature on the small maritime island of Rockbound. The victory
has brought this Atlantic Province favourite back into the limelight and is receiving nationwide attention,
appearing on several bestseller lists across the country.

After its initial publication, Rockbound remained in out of print status until 1973, when the University of
Toronto Press acquired the rights to publish as part of their ?Literature of Canada Prose and Poetry in
Reprint? series. It was reprinted with an introduction by Allan Bevan of Dalhousie University?s English
Department.

In 1989, Gerald Hallowell, an editor with the University of Toronto Press, rescued Rockbound from the
backlist of the UTP catalogue. The book was reprinted with an afterword by Gwendolyn Davies, Dean of
Graduate Studies and Associate Vice-President (Research) at the University of New Brunswick.

UTP had been selling around 200 copies of the book per year, until Donna Morrissey selected it for the
Canada Reads debates. Since then, UTP has sold over 35,000 copies and it has been reprinted three times!

The University of Toronto Press would like to thank Donna Morrissey for her superb defense of the book
and all of the people at the CBC for their support and encouragement.
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From reader reviews:

Frank Craver:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important thing for us
to be aware of everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or maybe goal; it means that
publication has different type. Some people truly feel enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book.
They can be reading whatever they take because their hobby will be reading a book. Think about the person
who don't like reading a book? Sometime, individual feel need book if they found difficult problem as well
as exercise. Well, probably you will need this Rockbound.

Stephen Adams:

The publication untitled Rockbound is the e-book that recommended to you to study. You can see the quality
of the guide content that will be shown to you actually. The language that creator use to explained their ideas
are easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of analysis when write the book, therefore the
information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also will get the e-book of
Rockbound from the publisher to make you considerably more enjoy free time.

Leroy Barker:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray anyone, why because this Rockbound publication written by well-
known writer who knows well how to make book that could be understand by anyone who all read the book.
Written with good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and writing skill only for eliminate your
own personal hunger then you still doubt Rockbound as good book not just by the cover but also by content.
This is one e-book that can break don't evaluate book by its protect, so do you still needing another sixth
sense to pick that!? Oh come on your examining sixth sense already told you so why you have to listening to
a different sixth sense.

Wilda Baeza:

Many people spending their moment by playing outside having friends, fun activity having family or just
watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by looking at a book.
Ugh, do you think reading a book can actually hard because you have to bring the book everywhere? It okay
you can have the e-book, bringing everywhere you want in your Smartphone. Like Rockbound which is
having the e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's notice.
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